Let 1 <p^ao, L"=L"{0, 2n) and 77* the set of periodic functions x+{<f>)eLp with Fourier coefficients vanishing on the negative integers:
x+{</>)-!?= o xne™.
Let fi+) eL", l//> + l/a= 1. Then, for any x+{<f>) e H", f{<f>)x+{</>) e L1 and therefore formally f{<f>)x+{f>)~y+{<f>) + v+{t>)e~i<t'. We define the Toeplitz operator T=T{f) : 77p -> 77p associated with/ by D{T{f)) = {x+(¿) g 77" : f{<¡>)x+{</>) = y + {<t>)-rv + {^)e^ and y+ e 77"} y+it) = T{f)x+{<p).
Below, we assume that a^2 (so that 1 </? = 2 and H"=>H9) to assure that D{T{f)) contains all polynomials in e10 and is dense in 77p. ( We insist that/e Lq, l/p+ l/a= 1, so that fx e L1, for x e D{T(f)).) It should be noted that the results below remain valid if p is replaced by any index p', púp'Ú2, since f{f>) eL"' for 2^q'^q.
In [4] , for p = 2, Hartman and Wintner posed the problem of the determination of the location of the spectrum and point spectrum of T{f). A number of steps ([6] , [9] , [1] , [12] , [2] , [3] , [8] ) toward solving this problem have been taken. In some investigations of the point spectrum, additional assumptions have been made, such as, for example, that T{f) is selfadjoint [6] , that 2 |/n| <°° ( [9] , [3] ), or that f{<f>) is bounded and satisfies (0.1) arg/0) -g{<f>) + K<f>)
where g(<£) = 2"=i a/7(^ -0y), J{(f>) = <t>~ 2rr[<p\2rr\, [x] the integral part of x, and the conjugate of «(<£) = conj h{f>) eL™ [12] . In [7] , Hartman found necessary and sufficient conditions that 0 (and hence any complex A) belong to the point spectrum of T{f), p = 2. Hartman's general conditions are in terms of the conj arg/(<£). If N{T{f)) is the null space of Tif), we find necessary and sufficient conditions on f{<f>) that dim N{T(f)) = m (Theorem 1.1) under the assumption that (0.1) holds with h{j>) continuous. This result is in terms of conj h{<¡>). When it is assumed, for example, that conj h{f>) is bounded (Corollary 1.2), our results generalize those of [12] . We make no use of the hypothesis ||/|| M < oo and, even in case/(<£) is bounded, our results are more general than those of [12] .
1. Basic theorems. First, we make the following Definition. Let f{j>) eL", 0z^dzi2n, -l<yzi0, and let 77(ci) be a measurable periodic function of period 2m. We say that (1.1) e™>|c¿-0|27/(<6)¿£''2( (7) holds with multiplicity M=Mvy(f,Q,H) if M=min{A:A10, an integer, eHu>X<f>-6)2N + 2vlf(<l>)eL'"2(U), for all sufficiently small neighborhoods U of 0}, and with multiplicity M=oo if the above set of integers N is empty. In particular, if (1.1) does not hold for some neighborhood U of 0, then the multiplicity M=0.
Following Widom [12] , we set
for [x] the integral part of x.
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Theorem 1.1. Letf{f>)eL9, q~1+p~1 = l, oo>q^2, and let there exist constants a¡ and 6j with the property that 0zí6j<2tt and for there is a function defined a.e. such that g{p)= -2«,7(ci-i9y) y=i
can be extended as a continuous, periodic function, of period 2-rr. Let a¡ have the decomposition aj = ßj + y(ej), fteZ, -l<y(6i)z%0. Then, if log \f(<f>)\ eL1 and k<co, (i) d-k>0 implies that R(T) is dense in H" and dim N(T(f)) = d-k.
(ii) d-kziO implies that T(f) is one-to-one and R(T) contains a polynomial in e1* of degree k -d, but none of degree <k -d. Ifk = oo, then T(f) is one-to-one and R(T) contains no trigonometric polynomials. Furthermore, log \f(<f>)\ &L1 and /#0 imply that £(£(/)) * £(£(/)) = 77".
It is understood that the assumption k=co includes, in particular, the case in which there are an infinite number of 8 in 0^ 8<2tt which satisfy (1.1).
Corresponding questions concerning the codim £(£) will be discussed below.
Proof. Suppose, first, that log \f(<f>)\ $Ll. Now, if/^0 and T(f) has a nullspace, an equation of the form f(<p)x+(<f>) = e~l'"l'(l+y+{p)e-i''') with x+e Hp, y+ g 771, «>0, must hold. But then log \f{¡>)\ = log |(l+r(0e-'*)|-log \x+i<l>)\ eL1.
Thus T(f) has no null-space. Applying the same argument with «=0, shows that 1 £ £(£(/)) and hence £(£(/)) / 77". If £(£(/))^77p, there is a y+ e H" satisfying (y+,T(f)p+)=0 for all polynomials p+(</>) in e"". Now f(<f>)p+(<p) = T(f)p+ +x+e-i,¡' eLp, so that p>l implies that x+(cA)<?-^eU. Since (y+,x+e-i*)=0, we have (y+,/>+)=0. This means that the Fourier coefficients of the function z(<p)=y+(<f>)f(<p)eL1 vanish on the nonnegative integers and z(</>)^0 since f{j>)£0 and y+{p)¥:0 almost everywhere.
Thus log |/0)| =log \z(<p)\ -log |y+(<p)\ eL\ Hence we have to consider only the case that log \f{f)\ e L1. Assume that k < oo. Observe, now, that for J{f), we have conj aj{<l>-d) = -a log 11 -e«*-e>|2.
Thus, for g{<f>), we have n conJ£(£) = logn 11-<?«*-V|2«>.
1=1
Notice that, since aj-ßj=y{8j), and since, for a suitable definition of arg (mod 27r), conj arg exp i J ß&-6,) = conj arg Ce"* = -21ogn |l-exp(i(¿-0,))|'', í=i í=i where the first equality serves to define C, i conj [g{<f>) + arg Cem\ = logfT \l-ei("-e>YeP.
Thus, for any constant a, Git) = logll n-npm-tWV-Vigiti + dft + cteH1; y-i ¿«»xM) = xW), (1.4) xï{<(>), l/xîtt) 6 77" for 1 ^ è < oo.
Further, we have that log \f{</>)\ eL1 implies that there is an outer function l/x+(»e772 such that (1.5) \f{<f>)\ = (l/x+(¿))(l/x+(¿)) ([11, p. 235] ; take l/x+ to be the outer factor of |/|1/2 as in [7] ). Combining (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5), we have, from But this, together with X+{j>)¡F+{fj e 771 implies X+{<f>) = 0. Thus N£n.
In order to complete the proof of the lemma, we assume ^=0, « ä0 (by replacing « by n -7Y, if necessary) and use induction on «. If «=0, suppose that Z+{f>)e H1 satisfies ZW0(<¿)= Y+{<f>), YoïO. is a solution where p+{f>) is any polynomial in ei0 of degree less than «0. Thus the statement that there is a solution Z+(</>) which cannot be written in the desired form is equivalent to the statement that there are «0 + 2 linearly independent solutions. This case is easily reduced to the case in which n ^ «0 -1 and there are «o+l solutions. This proves Lemma 1.1.
Definition. For 2ziq<co, and f(<f>) e£«, the operator T°(f) : 77«-»77" will mean the operator with domain D°={x+{f) e H" : x+{f>)f{f>) e H1 satisfies x+(<i>)f{t>)=y+{<p) + e-i*yî{<p), y+i<p)eH9} defined by £°(f)x+ = y+. Let £ §(/) denote the restriction of T°(f) to D°0={x+(ci) g 77" : x+{/>)f(<t>) e £«}, and T0(f), the restriction of T°(f) to D0, the linear manifold of polynomials in el<". Note that T° is well defined, since, for 1 <q<co, the conjugate of an L" function also belongs to£«.
Thus 
T0(f) <= TS(f) c £(/)* c £»(/).
In particular, 7J»° ^ £(£(/)*)=> Dg.
Note, since £(/*)* is the closure of T¡j(f), that, whenever £¿?(/) is a closed operator (e.g.,/G£eo), Tg(f) = T(J)*. After developing the theory in §2, we will be able to show by example that this equality does not always hold.
Proof of Lemma 1.2. D°0^DQ is clear, and D°=>D{T{f)*) follows from the fact that T°if) is a closed operator and contains T0(f). It remains to show 7J>o «= D{T(J)*). This follows from D{T{f)*)={y+ e 77« : there exists a z+{j>) e H": (T(/)x+,j+) = (x+,z+) for all x+ e D{T{f))} and from (7T/)x+, y+) = {x+, T°{f)y+) for all x+ 6 D{T{J)), y+ e D°. In order to verify this last equality, note that for y+ e D°, 1 r2n (x+, T°{f)y+) = ix+,fy+) = ¿ Jo x+fy+ d<f>.
Let x+f{<f>) = T{f)x+ +xí(<¿)é?-<*, so that ixie-»)ri*) = x+{fy+)-iT{f)x+)y+ eL\ Now if the product of two 771-functions belongs to IA, then the product also belongs to 771, so that xxy+ e H1 and Jo jcie-'*r ^ = 0, i.e., {x\T°{f)y+) = {T{f)x\y+) for all x+ e D{T{f)), y+ e D°0. 77íe«, i/log \f{f>)\ eL1 andk', e<oo.
max id-k', 0) = dim N{T°{f)) £ dim N{T{f)*) ^ dim N{Tg{f)) = max(0, n -e-d').
Furthermore, log |/(<¿)| ^L1 andf&0 ¿>rçp/j; /«a/ R{T{f)*)^R{T{f)*) = H".
Proof. The proof of Theorem 1.1 may be applied without change to the case of 2 g a, 2^pSq. This proves the statement involving T°(J). The conclusion for 7o(/), in case log \f{<t>)\ $L} is proved precisely the same way as that for T(f); cf. the first part of the proof of Theorem 1.1. We may, therefore, assume log \f{<f>)\ eL1. By Lemma 1.2, it suffices to prove dim N{TS{f)) = max (0, n-e-d'). x2+{f>)
The function X+{<f>) = xÍ{<j>)¡x2{<f>)x+{i>) is of class 771 since x3+ eL", il\x+{4>)\ = \f{<f>)\ll2eL2* for o^2 and l/x2+(i) eL" for 1 ^¿><oo. Also l*+(¿)l \xii*)\IW)\m = \xíi<t>)\ eL"
and/xi eL", so that we get the following analogue of (1.8),
«-<«•>*■+{</>) = e-ll,*Y+{p), e-<u*)°oxim»x+{(j>)\f{$)\*'llaeL''.
This together with the analogue (1.10) of (1.2) can be used to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 by the arguments employed at the end of the proof of Theorem 1.1. By noting RÇT)1 = N{T*), we see that Theorem 1.2 gives a partial answer to the question: when is T(f) one-to-one with a range of deficiency ni Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 have the following corollary, which carries on the work of Hartman and Wintner [6] on Hermitian Toeplitz operators. Corollary 1.1. Let f{f>) eL", oo>q^2, be real-valued. If log \f{f)\ eL1, assume thatf{</>) is defined for all <f> so that sgn f{j>) {= ± 1) is continuous except for a finite number of discontinuities, Bx,..., 02n mod 27r. Let k= 2 ^i/2Í/,^0).
In case log \f{</>)\ &L1 andfáO, then (iv) T(f) is one-to-one and R{T{fi)¿R{T{f)) = Hp.
Actually the proof of (ii) uses only Lemma 1.2, so that it holds for any realvalued/^) eL". Remark. Duren [3] has conjectured that for £^0 a Toeplitz operator on the P sequence spaces, the sets of A such that dim N(T-XI) > 0 and £(£-A7) is not dense are disjoint. Actually, the proof of Duren's conjecture for 77p spaces is quite simple and follows the lines of the proof [6] that a selfadjoint £(/) has no point spectrum. In fact if T(f)x+(<t>) = 0, then applying £to efJV*x+ for N sufficiently large, we see that £(£) contains 1, e'*, e2i*,... and hence is dense in 77". In the next corollary, we follow the lines of [7] , p. 74, (c), and show that, in certain cases, considerations of dim N(T) can be reduced to considerations of d-k'p, i.e., of (1.1) with H(<f>) = 0. Corresponding estimates may be obtained from the conclusion of Theorem 1.2.
Nonselfadjoint £(/)
. Applying Theorem 1.1 to f(4>) = G{f>) ± i, we obtain the following conditions for T(G) : H2 -> 772 to be selfadjoint, when G(tA) is real-valued. Similarly, for G-i, d=p + s+M, k = s + t + M, d-k = p -t.
In [7] it was shown that, under certain conditions, the deficiency indices of T{G)* depend only upon the number of jumps of G{<f>) from -oo to oo and from oo to -oo. The next corollary shows that in our (more general) situation, these numbers still determine whether T{G) has selfadjoint extensions. [7] , by the method of (a), (p. 74 of [7] ). We will show below that the converse to Ismagilov's theorem is false. At the same time, we answer affirmatively the question raised by Hartman in [7] , whether or not T{G) can be selfadjoint if p+s>0 or v +1 > 0 ; one need only take o = s ^ v, r' = t ^ /x in (3) below. K{p)=x+xîFFx of (1.6) surely satisfies K{</>) e D{T{G)), K{f>) $ D°0, but by Theorem 2.1, T{G) is selfadjoint, so K{<¡>) e D{T{G)*)-D°0.
